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REACH FOR THE STARS, BE THE STAR!

INFLUENTIAL COMMUNICATION
designed to optimize your core team's communication skills so they always nail their pitch!

This training is about explaining the core principles of influential communication to the
people you've hired to deliver results for your business.
WHY?
Because it's not just the sales team that sells. We all sell ideas, improvements, changes to
projects, and our unique point of viewing and doing. Everyone in your core team can benefit
from learning how to "pitch" whatever to whoever, whenever, wherever!

WHO is this training for?

This training is designed for your core team
and top talent that are working together as
a team to strengthen your market position.
core business teams / sales & biz dev,
marketing, R&D, quality, finance
fit for small teams cross-field
fit for specific teams (all sales, spec.
product, etc)
The aim of the training is for your top
employee to be able to add more goaloriented & sales-driven communication to
their overall performance and hence improve
their outcome & productivity.
Because the worst thing in this business world
is if your top talent has a great idea but fails to
communicate it in a way that ensures them
buy-in from their key stakeholders.

WHERE will your core team use their skills?

Influential communication skills are about all the
opportunities where brand identity, brand
values, brand unique selling proposition can be
communicated to strengthen and improve your
brand position on the market!
Influential communication skills can be used
in every meeting, phone call, e-mail, social
media post, etc and prove to be most vital in:
business meetings & business negotiations
sales conversations & sales negotiations
e-mail correspondence, telephone
conversations
preparing marketing materials, writing for
social media, etc

WHAT will they learn?

They learn how to sell without coming
across as salesy!
They learn how to identify the NEED &
WANT of their customers & colleagues so
they always know the problem they are
solving!
They learn how to BRIDGE THE GAP
meaning they fit their idea, project, product,
service in-between their need & want as the
potential solution.
They learn how to engage others in the
conversation effectively using the power of
storytelling and effectively LEAD with words.
They learn where, when and how to include
effective Call-to-action's to ensure the end
RESULTS!

HOW it works?

The workshop is designed in FOUR PARTS
PART ONE
Understanding people and audiences.
PART TWO
Bridging the gap with effective pitch
structures.
PART THREE
Sharpening your storytelling skills and leading
the conversation.
PART FOUR
Sharpening your speaking skills so you nail
your delivery!

MONTHLY
PITCHING & STORYTELLING
CHALLENGE
The best way to adopt new skills is to learn by doing! This program teaches your core
team persuasive communication by taking on a challenge!
DESIGN & DELIVER A REAL TIME PITCH!

You can pitch a new business idea - new product idea - existing product improvement - marketing
idea - sales idea - biz dev idea - people work in groups taking on a real-time solution for your business
on a test drive through a 4-week persuasive communication drill.
1. session - WHO IS YOUR AUDIENCE?

Some call it customer centricity - I call it 'leading the soul'. If you want to
lead with words, you must show understanding for the people you are
leading aka your audience. And you must know a whole lot more about
their problems and pains, as well as their goals and gains than you think
you know!
2. session - HOW TO STRUCTURE YOUR PITCH?

What is a pitch? A pitch is a sales conversation that you can have at any
given point in time. Understanding the logic of a sales conversation is
crucial if you want to establish rapport in the first two seconds, interest
in the first minute, and trust by the end, not to mention the willingness
to take action!
3. session - HOW TO PERSUADE WITH STORIES?

Stories are scientifically proven to be 90% more memorable than facts
or figures. That is exactly why influential communicators use stories to
help them communicate their facts and figures more effectively. In this
session, you will learn the essentials of storytelling - how to pick the
appropriate story at the appropriate time to appropriate your point!
4. session - HOW TO DELIVER WITH PRESENCE!

No one wants their voice to shake. Everyone wants to look their best
when delivering a presentation, giving a talk, or pitching an idea. In this
session, your core team will discover the most essential and most
advanced public speaking tools & tricks that will help you look like a pro
in any situation!
4 weeks - 4 meetings - 4 hours / The maximum number of people is 25 - 5 groups of 5 people (min per
group is 2 individuals) / Each group has a leader / Each group is given a specific challenge to pitch / The
pitch is max 10 minutes / Every team members deliver one part of the pitch / The best team wins a
prize / Everyone gets a certificate of completion / Value is 3.200 eur + vat
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NLP Master Coach
SDI Relationship Intelligence Trainer
ACE Coach / Accredited Company Executive Coach
for Professional Public Speakers Academy, UK
A writer, speaker, trainer & coach, I am dedicated to
helping people achieve & activate their true
potential. Helping businesses & their core teams
improve their influential communication skills, public
speaking skills & pitching skills.
Having worked in business prior to stepping up to
the coaching & training challenge, my specialization
took place in London UK, where I have served as an
ACE coach at the Professional Speakers' Academy for
over two years helping entrepreneurs and business
people from all over the world engage, motivate &
sell from the stage.
Public speaking is more to me than just saving
face - it's about leadership. It's about the
psychology of persuasion and influence where one
must learn to lead others using nothing more
than our words. But isn't that what we are
ultimately doing all the time every day?
Influential communication & pitching has connected
all the dots in my BIO. I've worked on the radio as a
young proffesional. I started building my carrier in
marketing communications. I served as a consultant
for branding and positioning for corporate clients.
Now I'm teaching people how to step up, take the
center position of their life-stage and take the lead!
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